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Traditional black and green landscape painting has its glorious time in flourishing Tang 
Dynasty with its colorful and rich effects. But after the appearance of ink and wash landscape 
painting in mid-late Tang Dynasty, the traditional black and green landscape painting has been 
lingered on the verge of Chinese painting. Since 20th century, Chinese painting has refocused on 
the application of colors with the impact of Western painting, but it still lacks such a black and 
green painting system like ink and wash painting to exert its predominance. Here the author tries 
to discuss the construction of modern Chinese black and green painting according to four parts. 
 Firstly, start discussion from clarifying those misunderstandings about black and green 
landscape painting and point out that the misusing of concepts leads to the misunderstanding of 
black and green painting. Thus the retrospect of the development of traditional Chinese painting is 
quite necessary. 
 Secondly, review the development of black and green painting from three aspects: the 
independence of black and green painting from landscape painting, the application of colors in 
black and green painting and the alteration of black and green painting style. Draw a conclusion 
that since the appearance of ink and wash painting in mid-late Tang Dynasty, traditional black and 
green painting has been continuously marginalized. The author holds the point that the black and 
green painting system should break away from ink and wash painting system and construct its 
own modern system. 
 Thirdly, in order to construct modern black and green painting system, we have to divide it 
into two parts: color landscape painting and color and ink landscape painting. Color landscape 
painting refers to those pure color painting or splashed-ink painting while color and ink landscape 
painting refers to all those paintings with color and ink coexisting in the same painting. 
 And last, discuss the development of modern black and green landscape painting with 
support of the construction of black and green painting system, at the same time with the beautiful 
artistic conception, conformation and colors as its cut-in points. 
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